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ABSTRACT 
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for an n X n (0,l) matrix (or more 
generally, an n x n nonnegative matrix) to be permutation equivalent to a primitive 
matrix. More precisely, except for two simple permutation equivalent classes of n X n 
(0,l) matrices, each n X n (0,l) matrix having no zero row or zero column is 
permutation equivalent to some primitive matrix. As an application, we use this result 
to characterize the subsemigroup of B,, (B, is the multiplicative semigroup of n X n 
Boolean matrices) generated by all the primitive matrices and permutation matrices. 
We also consider a more general problem and give a necessary and sufficient condition 
for an n x n nonnegative matrix to be permutation equivalent to an irreducible matrix 
with given imprimitive index. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An n x n nonnegative matrix A is called reducible if there is a permuta- 
tion matrix P such that 
PAPt= AA1 
[ 1 21 ,: 2 
where A, and A, are square nonvacuous matrices. The matrix A is primitive 
if Ak > 0 for some positive integer k. It is easy to see that if A is primitive, 
then A is not reducible (or irreducible). 
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The associated digraph of the n X n nonnegative matrix A = (ui j), 
denoted by G(A), is the digraph with vertex set V( G( A)) = { 1,2,. . . , n } such 
that there is an arc from i to j in the graph G(A) iff aij > 0. 
A digraph G is strongly connected if for each ordered pair of vertices 
i, j E V(G), there exists a directed path from i to j in G. A digraph G is 
primitive if G is strongly connected and gcd( ri, . . . , rx) = 1 where { ri, . . . , r, } 
is the set of distinct lengths of the elementary circuits of G. 
The following relations between irreducible matrices, primitive matrices, 
and their associated digraphs are well known (see [3, Chapter 6, Section 1, 
Remarks 6, 81). Here G(A) denotes the associated digraph of the matrix A. 
(1.1) A is irreducible if and only if G(A) is strongly connected. 
(1.2) A is primitive if and only if G(A) is primitive. 
Now from (1.2) we see that if a digraph G is strongly connected and 
contains a loop, then G is a primitive digraph. Or in the matrix version, we 
see that if A is a n X n nonnegative irreducible matrix and some diagonal 
entry of A is positive, then A is a primitive matrix. 
Two matrices A and B are said to be permutation equivalent, denoted by 
A - B, if there exist permutation matrices P and Q of suitable sizes such that 
B = PAQ. 
R. A. Brualdi [2, Theorem 2.21 proved that a n x n nonnegative matrix A 
is permutation equivalent to an irreducible matrix iff A has no zero row or 
zero column. In this paper, we will consider the primitive case and will prove 
that except for the permutation matrices and another simple permutation 
equivalent class, every n X n nonnegative matrix having no zero row or zero 
column is permutation equivalent to some primitive matrix. As an application, 
we use this result to answer a problem proposed by Ki Hang Kim [4, p. 254, 
Problem 171. 
In the last section of this paper, we consider the more general problem 
concerning when a matrix A is permutation equivalent to an irreducible 
matrix of given imprimitive index h. 
Because irreducibility and primitivity of a n X n nonnegative matrix A 
depend only on the zero and nonzero positions of A, we can just prove the 
result in the case where A is a (0,l) matrix, and the result extends naturally to 
any n X n nonnegative matrix. 
2. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
In this section, we will give a sufficient condition for a nonnegative matrix 
A to be permutation equivalent to a primitive matrix. First we prove the 
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is an n x n nonnegative matrix, where A, is a nonvacuous k x k irreducible 
square matrix, and if A contains rw zero row or zero column, then A is 
irreducible. 
Proof. Since A contains no zero row or zero column, B contains no zero 
column and C contains no zero row. Consider G(A), the associated digraph 
of A. We want to prove G(A) is strongly connected. Let V, c V(G(A)) be 
the vertex set of G(A) corresponding to the submatrix A,, and let G1 be the 
subdigraph of G(A) induced by the vertex set V,. Then A, irreducible 
implies that G, is strongly connected. Now for every vertex v E V,, we can 
find a vertex u E V, such that VU is an arc of G(A), because C contains no 
zero row. Similarly, that B contains no zero column implies that we can find a 
vertex w E V, such that WV is also an arc of G(A). So G(A) is strongly 
connected and hence A is irreducible. n 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an n x n (0,l) matrix satisfying the following 
two conditions: 
(i) A contains rw zero row or zero column, 
(ii) A contains a 2 X 2 s&matrix having at least three 1’s. 
Then there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ is irreducible 
and contains at least one positive diagonal entry (hence PAQ is primitive). 
Proof. By (ii), there exist permutation matrices P, and Qr such that 
Let k be the maximal integer such that there exist permutation matrices P 
228 
and 0 with 
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where the upper left comer is a k x k square matrix. Since k is maximal, 
2 = 0, a zero matrix. (Note: It may happen that k = n, in which case Z is a 
vacuous matrix, but the proof given below still works.) So we get 
k 
Now take 
* 1 / _____-------_T__ 
Y I 0 
k 
0 
an n X n permutation matrix. Then 
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where 
0 1 
. . 
. . 
A,= 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
O__ * 
1 1 
* 
1 
Then A, is irreducible and contains at least one positive diagonal entry. 
By Lemma 2.1, the matrix RFAQ is irreducible, and since it contains at least 
one positive diagonal entry, RFAQ is primitive. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. n 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
The following lemma gives a useful sufficient condition for certain pairs of 
matrices A and B to be permutation equivalent. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A, B be two m X n (0,l) matrices having rw zero row or 
zero column. Suppose: 
(i) Every 2 x 2 s&m&ix of A and B contains at most two l’s; 
(ii) A, B have the same set of row sums { rl, . . . , r, } and the same set of 
column sums { sl,. . . , s,}. (The orderings of rl,. . . , r,, and sl,. . . , s, are not 
taken into account.) Then A is permutation equivalent to B. 
Proof. We use induction on m + n. 
Case 1: If ri= -*a =r,=l and si= **- =s,=l, then m=n and 
both A and B are n X n permutation matrices. The result is clear in this case. 
Case 2: Suppose some ri > 2 or some sj 2 2. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume ri 2 2. Then there exist permutation matrices P,, Q1, T,, R, 
such that 
I 
i___~Pi~-~---~l---~ 
. . . I . . . 1 
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T,BR, = ___-~z--__~--__B,____ . [___I 1 . . . II0 ... 0 1 
Since ri > 2 and every 2 X 2 submatrix of A and of B contains at most two 
l’s, A, = 0 and B, = 0. The result follows by using induction on A, and B,. 
n 
Our main purpose of this paper is to find a condition which is both 
necessary and sufficient for a nonnegative matrix [or (0,l) matrix] A to be 
permutation equivalent to a primitive matrix. We can only consider those 
matrices which contain no zero row or zero column (otherwise they cannot be 
permutation equivalent to a primitive matrix). If A also contains a 2 x 2 
submatrix having at least three positive entries, then Theorem 2.1 tells us that 
A is permutation equivalent to some primitive matrix. So from now on, we 
may restrict our attention to those (0,l) matrices satisfying the following two 
conditions: 
(3.1) A contains no zero row or zero column. 
(3.2) Every 2 x 2 submatrix of A contains at most two 1’s. 
It is clear that condition (3.2) is equivalent to the following condition: 
(3.2’) There is no arc uv in the associated digraph G(A) such that 
(outdegree of U) > 2 and (indegree of v) 2 2. 
Now from Lemma 3.1 we see that if both A and B satisfy (3.1) and (3.2), 
then A - B iff they have the same set of rows sums and the same set of 
column sums. So if A satisfies (3.1) and (3.2), then the question of whether or 
not A is permutation equivalent to a primitive matrix is completely determined 
by its row sums { ri,..., rn } and column rums { si, . . . , sn }. We have: 
LEMMA 3.2. If A is a (0,l) matrix satisfying (3.1), (3.2) and having the 
row sums {r1,..., r,} and column sums { sl,. . . , s,}, then A is permutation 
equivalent to some primitive matrix iff there exists a digraph D with n 
vertices satisfying the following conditions: 
(3.3) D is a primitive digraph. 
(3.4) There is rw arc uv in D such that (outdegree of u) >, 2 and 
(indegree of v) > 2. 
(3.5) The outdegree set of the vertices of D is { rl,. . ., r,,}, and the 
indegreesetoftheverticesofDis {s~,...,s,}. 
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Proof This lemma follows from the relation between A and G(A), the 
equivalence of the conditions (3.2) and (3.2’) and Lemma 3.1. H 
The following theorem is easy to prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose n >, 2 and A is an n X n (0,l) matrix satisfying 
(3.1) and (3.2) with the following row sums and column sums: 
(aj {rr ,..., r,}={sr ,..., s,}={l,l,..., l} or 
(b) {rr ,..., r,}={sr ,..., s,}=(l)..., l,n-1). 
T&n A is not permutation equivalent to any primitive matrix. 
Proof. (a): If (rr ,..., r,} = { sr,. .., s,} = { l,..., l}, then A is a permu- 
tation matrix. So for any permutation matrices P and Q, PAQ is also a 
permutation matrix and thus not primitive. 
(b):If {r ,,..., r,>={sr ,..., s,)=(l)..., l,n-l},take 
B= 
then A is permutation equivalent to B by Lemma 3.1. So the only way that 
PAQ can be irreducible is for some i to have 
1 
0 : 
1 
PAQ= 1 ... 1 0 1 
1 
0 
. . . 1 i 
0 
which is irreducible but not primitive. This completes the proof of Theorem 
3.1. n 
It turns out that the two cases (a) and (b) in Theorem 3.1 are the only two 
exceptional cases. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose A is a (0,l) matrix satisfying (3.1) and (3.2), 
and the row sums {~~,...,r,,} and column sums {s~,...,s,,} do not satis& 
either of the following two conditions: 
(4 {rl,...,r,>= {sl,...,sn>= {L...,l}, 
(b) {rl ),..) r,}={s, )...) s,}=(l)...) l,n-1). 
Then A is permutation equivalent to some primitive matrix. 
Proof. First note that since A contains no zero row and zero column 
[condition (3.1)], ri 2 1 and sj > 1 for all i, j = 1,2,. . . , n. Now suppose 
{ r1,..., r,} = {rl )...) r,,l,..., ‘l} 
and 
{S 1,“” S”} = {s,,...,s,,1,...,1}, 
where rl,..., t, r > 2 and So,..., sk > 2. Then we have the following properties: 
(3.6) t > 1 and k 2 1, 
(3.7) rl + * * * +r,+(n-_)=s,+ ... +sk+(n-k), 
(3.8) rl + . * - + rt < n-k and s1 + . . . + sk < n -t, 
(3.9) if t = k = 1, then r1 = s1 < n - 2. 
(3.7) is true because the total row sum of A is equal to the total column sum 
of A. (3.6) is true because (a) does not hold and because (3.7) is true. (3.9) 
follows from (3.7) and the assumption that (b) does not hold and A satisfies 
(3.2). So we have only left to prove (3.8). Suppose the ith row of A has row 
sum r,>2 and aij= a** = a, j,, = 1. Then a, j, is the only positive entry in 
j,thcolumnfor Z=l,2,..., rl, because rl > 2 and every 2 X 2 submatrix of A 
contains at most two l’s [condition (3.2)]. So we can find rl distinct columns 
with column sum = 1 corresponding to a row with row sum rl > 2. Similarly, 
a row with row sum rz > 2 will produce another r, distinct columns with 
column sum 1, and so on. Then there are at least rl + rZ + . . . + r, columns 
with column sum = 1, so that r,+ r2 + *a* + r, < n - k. Similarly s,+ s2 
+ . . . + sk < n - t. This proves (3.8). 
Now for {rl ,..., r,,} = {rl ,..., r,,l,..., l} and {sl ,..., s,} = 
{S 1 ,..., s,,l,..., l}withr, ,..., r,>,Zand s1 ,..., ska2satisfying(3.6),(3.7), 
(3.8), and (3.9), we want to construct a digraph D satisfying (3.3), (3.4), and 
(3.5) and then apply Lemma 3.2 to complete the proof. 
Case 1: t = k = 1. Then rl = s1 6 n - 2 by (3.9), and so rl +2 < n. Take 
D as in Figure 1. The only vertex of D with outdegree > 1 is v, with 
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outdegree rr; the only vertex of D with indegree > 1 is o,, + s with indegree 
FIG. 1. 
rr, and there is no arc from u, to ~,,+a. So D satisfies (3.4). D is primitive, 
because D is strongly connected and contain a circuit o,urq., + s . . . I+, with 
length n - r, and a circuit u,u,,url + ru,, +s . . . u, with length tr - rr + 1, and 
clearly n - rl and n - rr + 1 are relatively prime integers. The fact that D 
satisfies (3.5) is trivial. 
Case 2: t >, 2 or k > 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume t > 2. 
Take the digraph D with vertex set V = { ur, . . . , u, } and the following set of 
arcs: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(u,,+r2+ ... +rt_,)U,,+r2+ ... +r,_,+1 )***)  (q+r2+ ... +rtml> ur1+r2+ J? 
(uj,uj+l)forj with r,+r,+ -.* +rt+l<j<n-l, 
Let X= {u~,~~,...,~,,+ . ..+r.}\{~,,,u~,+,2,...,u~,+~2+...+r,~,>, and let 
Y= {q.,+ +r,+l,...,u,,+ ...+,,+k] L {u,,+ . ..+.,+rP...,u,] [since r1 
+ . . . + r, < n - k by (3.8)]. 
The digraph D also contains a set of arcs coming out of some vertex of X and 
going into some vertex of Y, denoted by [X, Y 1, which is described below: 
(a) There is one arc in [X, Y ] coming out of every vertex of X. 
(b) There are sr arcs in [X,Y] going into u,,, _._ +,,+r and sj- 1 arcs in 
[X, Y] going into u,~+ __. +r,+j for j = 2 ,..., k. 
(c) Because t > 2 and sr > 2, we may let the arcs coming out of the vertices 
u1 and u~,+~ go into url+ +I +1. 
Now since ]X]=r,+r,+ ... +r,--(t-l)=s,+ ... +s,-(k-l)=s,+ 
(s2 - l)+ . . . + ( sk - 1) [by (3.7)], the total number of arcs in [X, Y] coming 
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” 
r. 
V, 
“-+/j l+r2+r3+1= v8 
=“, “r,+r,+r,+k = “9 
i vrl+r2~v5~ A L = 
V =v 
I r1+r2tr3 7 
I 
I I 
L - _-._____ - -.-. ____- 1 
FIG. 2. 
out of some vertex of X is exactly the total number of arcs in [X, Y ] going 
into some vertex of Y. Thus the digraph D is well defined. 
We illustrate the above construction by giving the graph of a special case 
where t = 3, k = 2, { ri, . . . , rt, 1, . . . , l} = {3,2,2, 1, . . . , l}, and 
{s i )...) s,,l,..., 1}={3,3,1,1,..., l} (see Figure 2). In this special case we 
haveX={v,,u,,u,,u,,u,}andY={v,,v,}.NowwecheckthedigraphD 
constructed above satisfies (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). 
Check for (3.3): It is clear that D is strongly connected and D contains 
two circuits 2),,+,2+ ___ +,,+i + u,,+,~+ +r,+2 --, ... -+ 0, + o1 + 
u,~+ . ..+r.+i and o,,+,~+ . ..+r.+r+~?~+r,+ +r,+z+ ..- +~+q+q+i 
+ q+ .,. +, +1 with lengths differing only by 1. The lengths of these two 
circuits are coprime, and D is primitive. 
Check for (3.4) [which is the same as (3.2’)] and (3.5): The vertices 
o,, u,,, oq..., v,,, +, _ have outdegrees rl, . . . , 
other vertex of D has b&degree 1. The vertices 
r,, respectively, and every 
o I, + + rt + 1, . . . 2 %, + + rt + k 
have indegrees sl,. . . , Sk, respectively, and every other vertex of D has 
indegree 1; hence (3.5) holds. Let 
v,= {q&.,&.,,...JJ,,+ . ..+.,J, 
the set of vertices with outdegree > 2; 
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the set of vertices with indegree >, 2. Then there is no arc coming out of 
some vertex of V, and going into some vertex of V,, by the construction of 
the digraph D; hence (3.4) holds. Finally, from Lemma 3.2, A is permutation 
equivalent to some primitive matrix, and the proof of the theorem is com- 
plete. n 
Now it is easy to get our main result: 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf A is an n X n (0,l) matrix with n >, 2, then A is 
permutation equivalent to some primitive matrix iff A satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(3.1) A contains no zero TOW or zero column, 
(3.10) A is not a permutation matrix, 
(3.11) A is not permutation equivalent to 
Proof. The necessity 
follows from Theorems 2.1 
4. AN APPLICATION 
I 1 
L 1 . 0 . . 
i * 
1 0 :
1 
follows from Theorem 3.1, while the sufficiency 
and 3.2. n 
As an application of Theorem 3.3, we answer a question proposed by Kim 
[4, p. 254, Problem 171. 
Suppose B, is the multiplicative semigroup of n X n (0,l) matrices with 
the Boolean operations: O+O=O, O+l=l, l+l=l, O.O=O, O.l=O, 1.1 
= 1 (one can interpret 1 + 1 = 1 as positive + positive = positive). Then the 
problem is: Find a complete description of the subsemigroup in B, generated 
by alI primitive matrices and all permutation matrices. Using Theorem 3.3, 
we have the following description: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let H, be the subsemigroup of B, generated by all 
primitive matrices and all permutation matrices. Let K, be the subsemigroup 
of B, consisting of all the (0,l) matrices having no zero TOW OT zero column. 
Then H,=K, foralln>4. 
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Proof. H, c K, is c!ear. Now let A E K,. We want to show that 
A E H,. Notice that A E K, implies A satisfies (3.1). 
Case 1: A also satisfies (3.10) and (3.11). Then by Theorem 3.3, 
A = PMQ for some permutation matrices P, Q and some primitive matrix M, 
so A E H,. 
Case 2: A does not sati& (3.10). Then A is a permutation matrix, 
hence A E H,. 
Case 3: A does not satisfy (3.11). Then A = PFQ for some permutation 
matrices P and Q where 
1 1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 I_. : 
1 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 1 0 
= A,A, 
under the Boolean multiplication in B,,. Because n > 4, both A, and A, 
satisfy (3.1), (3.10), and (3.11). Thus by case 1, A, E H, and A, E H,; hence 
F = A,A, E H, and A = PFQ = PA,A,Q E H,. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. n 
REMARK. If n = 3, then H, = K, \ X, where 
0 0 1 
x= i PO [ 
0 1 
1 1 0 
Q P, Q are 3 X 3 permutation matrices 
I 
. 
This follows from the fact that if 
for some C,, C, E K, , 
then one of the factors C, or C, is permutation equivalent to 
(see [4, p. 208, Example 5.3.21). 
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5. MATRICES PERMUTATION EQUIVALENT TO IRREDUCIBLE 
MATRICES WITH GIVEN IMPRIMITIVE INDEX 
Let G be a strongly connected digraph, and L(G) = { ri, . . . , rx } be the 
set of distinct lengths of the elementary circuits of G. We say that the digraph 
G has imprimitiue index h if h = gcd( ri, . . . , rx). The imprimitive index of an 
n x n nonnegative irreducible matrix A is defined to be the imprimitive 
index of its associated digraph G(A). It is worth mentioning that the 
imprimitive index of A is also equal to the number of eigenvalues of A with 
absolute value equal to the spectral radius of A, although we will not use this 
fact in this paper. 
If A is irreducible, then A is primitive iff the imprimitive index of A 
equals 1. 
In this section, we consider the following problem which is a generaliza- 
tion of the problem considered in the first three sections of this paper. The 
problem is: 
(5.1) Find a necessary and sufficient condition for a n X n nonnegative 
matrix A to be permutation equivalent to an irreducible matrix with given 
imprimitive index h. 
(Here we can replace “nonnegative matrix” by “(0,l) matrix” and the result 
will remain unchanged.) 
Note that we may assume (without loss of generality) 1 < h < n, because 
if h > n, then there is no n X n irreducible matrix with imprimitive index h, 
and if n = h, the only n X n irreducible matrices with imprimitive index h 
are those permutation matrices corresponding to an n-cycle. The case h = 1 
has already been considered in the first three sections of this paper. 
Using the following two results (Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2), we first 
get an equivalent form (Corollary 5.2) of problem (5.1) which is relatively 
easy to handle. 
THEOREM 5.1 [l, Chapter 2, 2.331. Zf A is n X n nonnegative matrix 
having rw zero row or zero column, and if 
(5.2) 
0 A, 0 ... 0 
0 0 A, ... 0 
A= : : : 
6 6 6 a-. A;pl 
A, 0 0 ... 0 
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where the zero blocks on the diagonal are square and B, = A,A, * . . A,,_ ,A, 
is irreducible, then A is irreducible. 
From Theorem 5.1 we can get the following: 
COROLLARY 5.1. lf A is an n x n nonnegative matrix having no zero row 
or zero column and A is of the foTm (5.2), then A is irreducible with 
imprimitive index h if and only if the product B, = A,A, * . . A,_ iA, is a 
primitive matrix. 
Proof. Necessity: See [3, Chapter 6, Section 1, Remark 131. 
Sufficiency: If B, = A,A, . . . A h_ iA, is primitive (hence irreducible), 
then A is irreducible by Theorem 5.1. Suppose A is irreducible with 
imprimitive index = d; we want to show h = d: 
(i) d is a multipk? of h: It is easy to see from the standard form (5.2) of 
the matrix A that every circuit of the associated digraph G(A) has length 
equal to a multiple of h, so d = gcd(r,, . . . . rx) is also a multiple of h. 
(ii) h is a multiple of d: Note that we have 
(5.3) Ah = =B,iB,i ... iB,,, 
where B, = A, A, * 1 . A, is a primitive matrix by hypothesis. So there exists a 
positive integer t such that B: > 0 and Bi” > 0. Now Aht = Bi i Bi 
+ . . . i BE, and Ahcti-‘) = Bi” -k Bk” i . . . -k BL”, where the upper left 
blocks of both A”’ and AhctL1) are positive. So in the associated digraph 
G(A), there exist closed walks of lengths ht and h(t + 1) through the vertex 
vi, which means ht = 0 (mod d) and h(t + l)= 0 (mod d). So h = 0 
(mod d) and 11 is a multipie of d. 
Combining (i) and (ii), we get h = d, and this proves the sufficiency part 
of Corollary 5.1. n 
The next theorem gives us a normal form of an irreducible matrix with 
imprimitive index h imder the operation of “permutation similarity.” 
THEOREM 5.2 (See [l, Chapter 2. 2.201). Zf A is an n x n irreducible 
mattix with imprimitive index h > 1. then there exists a permutation matrix P 
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such that 
0 
0 
0 
PAP’= , 
0 
_A, 
A1 0 
0 A2 
0 0 
. . 
. . 
0 6 
0 0 
0 
0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
A h-2 0 
0 Ah-1 
0 0 
where the zero blocks along the diagonul are square. 
We can now get an equivalent form of problem (5.1) by using the facts 
above. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Zf A is a n x n nonnegative matrix having rw zero row 
or zero column and h > 1 is a given integer, then the folking two conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) A is permutation equivalent to an irreducible matrix with imprimitive 
index h, 
(ii) A is permutation equivaknt to a matrix of the form (5.2) such that 
the product A,A,. ” A,_,A, is primitive. 
Proof. (i) = (ii): This follows from Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.1. 
(ii) = (i): This follows from Corollary 5.1. q 
Now let’s consider some necessary conditions of problem (5.1). Two 
obvious necessary conditions for A to be permutation equivalent to an 
irreducible matrix with imprimitive index h are: 
(5.4) A contains no zero row or zero column. 
(5.5) A is permutation equivalent to a matrix of the form (5.2). 
But if A satisfies (5.5), A is also permutation equivalent to a matrix of the 
form 
! 
0 P,A,Q, 0 ... 0 
0 0 P,A?_Q, . . . 0 
(5.6) ; ; f *. . f 
0 0 0 . . . P&1AhFl%l 
PhAhQh o 0 0 
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for any permutation matrices Pi,. . . , P,,, Q1,. . . , Q,, (of suitable sizes). So if 
there exist permutation matrices P,, . . . , P,, and Qi,. . . , Qh such that the 
product (P,A,Q,)(P,A,Q,) * 1. (PhAhQh) is primitive, then A is permutation 
equivalent to an irreducible matrix with imprimitive index h. The following 
lemma gives a sufficient condition for a set of matrices to have the above 
property. 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf A,, . . . , A,, is a set of (0,l) matrices each of which 
contains no zero row or zero column, the matrix A i has size ni x ni + 1 for 
i=1,2 ,...,h-1, and the matrix A,, has size n,Xn,, then one of the 
following two assertions holds: 
(i) There exist permutation matrices P,, . . . , P,,, Q1,. . . , Q,, of suitable sizes 
such that the product (P,A,Q,)( P,A,Q,) * - * ( PhAhQh) is a primitive matrix. 
(ii) AI,..., A, are all square matrices of the same size nI = n2 = ’ . . = n,, 
2 2, and they are all pe-rmutation matrices with at most one exception. Zf Ai 
is the exception, then Ai is permutation equivalent to the matrix M (of the 
same size) where 
(5.7) M= 
1 
1 
0 : 
1 
1 1 ... 1 0 
Proof. We need the following four facts for nonnegative matrices: 
Fact 1: If both A and B have no zero row or zero column, so does the 
product AB. 
Fact 2: If both A and B have no zero row or zero column, then AB is 
primitive if and only if BA is primitive. 
Proof of Fact 2: If (AB)k > 0, then (BA)k+l = B(AB)kA > 0 and vice 
versa. 
Fact 3: If X is a nonnegative matrix of size n X m, if Y is a nonnegative 
matrix of size m x n where m # n, and if both X and Y contain no zero row 
or zero column, then there exist permutation matrices P, Q, S, (of suitable 
sizes) such that PXSYQ is primitive. 
Proof of Fact 3. 
Case 1: m > n. The result is trivial when n = 1, so in this case we may 
assume n > 2, hence m z 3. X must contain a row with at least two positive 
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entries, since m > n and X contains no zero column. Similarly Y must 
contain a column with at least two positive entries. Now take the permutation 
matrices R, T, S,, and S, such that 
and + * 
S,YR= ; ; * .L-l-1 * * 
Then 
,,,,S,,=[ 1 * ‘; 1 I] 
contains a 2 x 2 submatrix with at least three positive entries, and TXS,S,YR 
contains no zero row or zero column by Fact 1. Now Theorem 2.1 tells us that 
TxS,S,YR is permutation equivalent to a primitive matrix. This proves case 1. 
Case 2: m<n. Then there exist permutation matrices P, Q, S such that 
PYSXQ is primitive by case 1. Since PY and SXQ contain no zero row or zero 
column, PYSXQ primitive implies SXQZ’Y primitive. This proves case 2, and 
completes the proof of Fact 3. 
Fact 4: For any index j with 1 Q j < h and permutation matrices 
P 1’ f - *, Ph, Q1, * * * , Q,,, ( PIAIQ1)( P,A,Q,) . . . ( PhAhQh) is primitive iff 
(PjAjQj). --(PhAhQh)(PIAIQ1)--.(PjplAj_lQjpl) is primitive. 
Proof of Fact 4: Let X = (PIAIQ1) ..* (Pj_lAj_,Qj_,), Y = 
(PjAjQj) . . . (P,,A,,Q,,). Then both X and Y contain no zero row or zero 
column by Fact 1. So XY is primitive iff YX is primitive by Fact 2, and Fact 
4 follows. 
Now we want to use these four facts to prove our Lemma 5.1. Suppose (i) 
does not hold. 
(a) Suppose nj # n. 1+ 1 for some index j (we read the indices mod h). Let 
X = Aj, a matrix of size nj X nj+l, and let Y= Ai+‘... AhA,... Aj_l, a 
matrix of size nj+ 1 X nj. By Fact 3, there exist permutation matrices 
P, Q, S such that PXSYQ is primitive, since nj z nj+ 1. Then 
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PAjS(Aj+i... AhA,... A j_ i)Q is primitive, which means (i) holds by Fact 4, 
a contradiction. So we have n, = n2 = . . . = nh. But if nl = nz = . . . = n,, 
= 1, then (i) trivially holds, a contradiction. So nl = n2 = . . . = nh > 2. 
(b) Suppose two of the matrices A,, . . . , A, are not permutation matrices. 
We may take indices j, t so that Aj, A, are not permutation matrices, j < t, 
and for any index k with j < k -C t, A, is a permutation matrix. Since A j, A f 
are not permutation matrices and contain no zero row or zero column, Aj 
contains a row with at least two positive entries and A, contains a column 
with at least two positive entries. By using the same argument as for Fact 3, 
we conclude that there exist permutation matrices P, Q, S such that the 
matrix PAjS(Aj+i...A,+i)A,Q contains a 2 ~2 submatrix with at least 
three positive entries (since A, is a permutation matrix for all k with 
j < k < t). So there exist permutation matrices U and V such that the matrix 
also contains a 2 x 2 submatrix with at least three positive entries-note that 
n1= *.* =n,>2, and A,,,~~~A,,A,~~~A, contains no zero row or zero 
column, whence A,+,...A,,A,**.Aj_I contains a 2x2 submatrix of the 
form 
(! ;) Or (; !)- 
Hence Z is permutation equivalent to a primitive matrix (by Theorem 2.1). 
This contradicts the assumption that (i) does not hold. So at most one of 
A i,“‘, A, may not be a permutation matrix. 
(c) Suppose A, ,... , Ai_i, Ai+i,..., A, are permutation matrices. Then 
there exist permutation matrices P,, . . . , P,,, Q1, . . . , Qh such that 
(P,A,Qd(PAQd * . . (PdhQd is P rimitive iff Ai is permutation equiv- 
alent to a primitive matrix. By Theorem 3.3, the only case where Ai is not 
permutation equivalent to a primitive matrix is when Ai is a permutation 
matrix or Ai is permutation equivalent to M [see (5.7)]. This proves (ii) and 
hence proves Lemma 5.1. n 
In order to solve problem (5.1) (or the equivalent form in Corollary 5.2), 
we only need to consider [among all the matrices satisfying the necessary 
conditions (5.4) and (5.5)] those (0,l) matrices which are permutation equiva- 
lent to matrices of the form (5.2) but such that the set of submatrices 
A i, . . . , A, [in (5.2)] satisfies property (ii) of Lemma 5.1. Otherwise A is also 
permutation equivalent to a matrix of the form (5.6) with primitive product 
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(P,A,Q,XP,A,Q,) . . . (PtAQd; h ence A is permutation equivalent to an 
irreducible matrix with imprimitive index h by Corollary 5.1. So we only need 
to consider the following two cases: 
Case (I): A is a permutation matrix. 
Case (II): A is permutation equivalent to a matrix of the form 
(5.8) 
I 0 I, 0 .-. 0 0 I, ..’ 
. . . 
0 ;, 0 ..: 
M 0 0 ... 
0 
0 
1, 
O_ 
where each block is a p x p square matrix, I, is the p x p identity matrix, 
and M is the p X p matrix of the form (5.7). Here n = ph is a multiple of h, 
and we may assume p>2 [n>h implies p>l, and if p=2 then M is a 
permutation matrix and A is in case (I)]. 
In case (I), A is not permutation equivalent to an irreducible matrix with 
imprimitive index h, since h < n and the only irreducible permutation matrix 
has imprimitive index = n. The next theorem will take care of the case (II). 
W 
THEOREM 5.3. Zf A is a n X n (0,l) matrix and n = ph where p > 2, if A 
is of the form (5.8) where each block is a p X p square matrix, if I, is the 
p X p identity matrix, and if M is the p X p matrix of the form (5.7), then A 
is permutation equivalent to an irreducible matrix with imprimitive index h 
iff gcd(h, p - 2) > 1. 
Proof. 
Claim 1: A is permutation equivalent to an irreducible matrix with 
imprimitive index h iff there exists a strongly connected digraph D with n 
vertices satisfying the following properties: 
(5.9) The imprimitive index of D is h. 
(5.10) The indegree set of vertices of D is { 1,. . . , 1, p - l}. (Note that 
p > 2, hence p - 1 > 2.) 
(5.11) The outdegree set of vertices of D is {l,...,l,p - l}. 
(5.12) If u is the (unique) vertex of D with outdegree > 2 and u is the 
(unique) vertex of D with indegree >, 2, then uv is not an arc of D. (The 
case u = v is possible.) 
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Proof of Claim I: Note that from the form (5.8), we see that every 2 X 2 
submatrix of A contains at most two ones, so Claim 1 follows from Lemma 
3.1 (compare the proof of Lemma 3.2 from Lemma 3.1). 
Claim 2: There exists a strongly connected digraph D with n vertices 
satisfying (5.9), (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) iff there exist integers si,. . . , sp_ 1 
and Z* satisfying the following conditions: 
(5.13) z* 2 0, 
(5.14) sib - z* >, 2 (i = 1,2 )..., p - l), 
(5.15) gcd(s, ,..., sP_i)= 1, 
(5.16) (si + . . . +s,_i-p)h=(p-2)(2*+1). 
Proof of CZuim 2: Suppose D is a strongly connected digraph with n 
vertices satisfying (5.9)-(5.12). Then D is an (arc) union of p - 1 circuits 
C,, C,, . * *, C,,_ i having a common path T * from 0 to u, namely, D = C, U 
c,u * * * UCP_,,whereCi=Z’iUT* fori=1,2,...,p-l(seeFigure3).Let 
Z*=Z(T*)bethelengthofthepathT*, and let Zi = Z(Ti) be the length of the 
path Ti. Then Zi + 1 * = sib for some integer si, since the length of each 
circuit Ci is a multiple of h by (5.9). By (5.12), uz, is not an arc of D, so 
Zi 2 2. Hence sib - I* = Zi > 2. This gives (5.14). Also from Figure 3 we see 
that the circuit length set of D is { s,h,. .., ~~_~h}. So by (5.9), 
gcd(s,h,. . . , sp_lh)= h and hence gcd(s,,...,s,_,)=l. This gives (5.15). 
Finally if we count the total number of vertices of D, we get (s,h 
+ . *. + sp_l h) - (p - 2)( Zri) = ph. This gives (5.16). Conversely, if 
si, . . *, sp- 1, Z* are integers satisfying (5.13)-(5.16), then by (5.13) and (5.14), 
Z* is nonnegative and si,. . . , sP_i are positive integers. We can use these 
numbers to construct a digraph D as in Figure 3 such that the length of the 
path T * is Z* and the length of q is sib - Z*. It is easy to check that this 
digraph D is a strongly connected digraph with n vertices satisfying 
(5.9)-(5.12). This proves Claim 2. 
FIG. 3. 
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Claim 3: There exist integers So,.. . , sp_ I, I* satisfying (5.13)-(5.16) iff 
gcd(h, p - 2) > 1. 
Proof of clainl3: 
(a) Suppose gcd(h, p - 2) = 1. If sl,. . . , sp_ 1, Z* are integers satisfying 
(5.13)-(5.16), we want a contradiction. From (5.16), we have 
(s,+ ... +s,_,- p)h = (P - w* + I), 
so 
(p-2)(Z*+l)=O(mod h). 
But gcd(h, p - 2) = 1, so 
Z*+l=O(modh), 
and 
Thus 
Z”=mh-1 for some positive integer m. 
( s,+ *** +s,_, - p)h = (p - 2)mh, 
and 
Also 
so 
s,+ * *. + sp_l -p=m(p-2). 
sib - I* a 2, 
and 
si>,m+l (i=1,2 ,..., p-l). 
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Now 
“(p-2)=s,+ **. +Sp_l-p>/(p-l)(m+l)-p, 
so that 
and hence 
m = 1. 
Now s1 + . . . + sP_r - p = p - 2, so sr + . . . + s,, = 2p - 2. On the other 
hand, siam+l=2, so sr= ... =s,_,=2 and gcd(s,,...,s,_,)=2, a 
contradiction. 
(b) Suppose g.c.d.(h, p - 2) = d > 1. Then p - 2 = xd, h = yd and 
g.c.d.(x, y)= 1. Take I* = y - 1, sr = ss = . . . = s~_~ = 1, s~_~ = x +2. 
Then it is easy to check that the integers sr,. . . , s~_~ and I* satisfying 
(5.13)-(5.16): 
For (5.13): I*= y-120. 
For (5.14): s,h-Z*>,h-Z*=h-(y-l)=yd-(y-l)=y(d-1)+1>2, 
since d >l. 
For(5.15): gcd(s,,...,s,_,)=l isobvious,since p-221. 
For (5.16): (s,+ ..* + sP_r - p)h = (p - 2+ x +2 - p)h = xh = xyd = y(p 
- 2) = (p - 2)(z* + 1). 
This proves Claim 3. 
Combining Claims l-3, we get Theorem 5.3. n 
Finally, we get an answer for problem (5.1) in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5.4. Let 1~ h < n be positive integers. Then: 
(i) Zf n s 0 (mod h), then an n X n nonnegative matrix A is permutation 
equivalent to an irreducible matrix with imprimitive index h iff A satisfies 
(5.4) and (5.5). 
(ii) Zf n = 0 (mod h) and n = 2h or gcd(h, n/h - 2) > 1, then A is 
permutation equivalent to an irreducible matrix with imprimitive index h iff 
A satisfies (5.4) and (5.5) and A is not a permutation matrix. 
(iii) If n = 0 (mod h) and gcd(h, n/h - 2) = 1, then A is permutation 
equivalent to an irreducibb matrix with imprimitive index h iff A satisfies 
(5.4) and (5.5), and A is not a permutation matrix and A is not permutation 
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equivalent to a matrix of the form (5.8) (where each block is a p x p square 
matrix with p = n/h > 2, and where I, is the p x p identity matrix and M is 
the p X p matrix of the fm (5.7)). 
Proof. Corollary 5.2, Lemma 5.1, and Theorem 5.3. n 
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